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About This Game

Nampung found herself in a strange place. What is really happening?...

LeftWay is a horror adventure game with creepy mystery where you can’t guess what you are encountering.

The movement of the character is controlled by pressing direction buttons. Camera in the game is a still camera which switches
to various angles according to the location that the character arrived.

The character will face unusual things and it seems like she is not in the world she used to be. The player must solve the puzzle
in order to pass to the next scene.
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i have AMD Radeon RX 480 + I7 computer more than enough to this game but there is a bug on one of the stage call lost
paradise, that will crash the game every time. fun game but i'm not intended to buy any overprice DLC, Mortal Kombat will in
month i will probably forget this game.. Unable to play. Bad purchase.. where lobby people. Need info abut this game no one
make help in youtube!!!!!
 Shining Plume 1 not so hard found quest here its good game but buz its new hard found were to go in big world!!
8++ like++. While an simple game at heart, the design choice just caused me eye strain and headaches. Worth trying but I
probably won't pop back on to play for the sake of my eyes as sometimes it went a bit nuts.

Video Review: https://youtu.be/kshZoJmPaIs. i got a sick jacket. Looks slightly stupid. Not good artworks. Dont like.. A good
game for the price. At the time of writing it only costs $0.59 so it's hard to not recommend it at this price.. This was the first
movie I bought on Steam and I'm really not disappointed.

Padak touches on some very serious things, do not be fooled by the (very nice) animation and watch it with the family. Unless
of course your family is into cannibalism and the cruel realities of life. Then yeah, watch it with them.

Though it seems as if the story is only there to portray the "horrors" fish or other creatures may or may not experience while in a
restaurants death row, or the supposed wrongs of those working in fish and culinary industries, there are subliminal and
important messages throughout the story, such as the significance of hope, sacrifice, and the "tail" (ha me) even taps into the
profound and mysterious meanings of life. Kinda silly for an animated movie to do, but it can work.

Other than what the movie is all about, it has great music, art, characters, and as I said before, animation. I will now go a little
more in-depth for each of those aspects: The music fits very nicely, with certain moods expressed in the songs that make sense
with the story. The art shown during the music go hand-in-hand as far as the flow of both together, and the illustrations can be
very beautiful. Unlike in a lot of animated movies, the characters aren't bland and cliche really, aside from possibly the rogue
fish here and the overly optimistic one there. The real test for their uniqueness I found was trying to rank them in my mind,
which I actually found difficult (even though they aren't all the kindest or most antagonistic of characters, which is interesting).
The animation of this movie reminds me of how Finding Nemo may have been if it was made in a time with this sort of
technology, which I think of as a compliment, as Disney has quite a large budget.

The only con I really could have for the movie would probably be that it's all in Korean and requires you to use subtitles, but as
this makes a Korean restaurant more immersive, I easliy look over it.

Synopsis: It's a great movie! Get it while it's still on sale for only a dollar :)
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Relaxing game, the story happens in a school.

You need to decide seats for all characters to get highest compatibly score and unlock achievements.
Girls \ud83d\udc95 robots, girls \u2694\ufe0f nerds, nerds \ud83d\udc95 robots, biologist \ud83d\udc95 \ud83d\udc1e,
\ud83d\udc1e \u2694\ufe0f girls...

No storyline, no impressive characters, no expected art style.
Weird combos and enemies :doubt:

\u4e0d\u8981\u88ab\u6e38\u620f\u7684\u5ba3\u4f20\u6d77\u62a5\u6240\u6b3a\u9a97\uff0c\u8fd9\u5c31\u662f\u4e00\u4e2
a\u6beb\u65e0\u5267\u60c5\u7684\u76ca\u667a\u5c0f\u6e38\u620f\u3002

\u4e0d\u63a8\u8350\u7684\u539f\u56e0\u662f\u53d7\u4e0d\u4e86\u753b\u98ce\u53cd\u5dee\u8fc7\u5927\uff0c\u5b9b\u59
82\u4e70\u5bb6\u79c0\u548c\u5356\u5bb6\u79c0\u3002. I can't quite put my finger on it, but this game really scratches an
itch for me. It's an interesting blend of old school X-Com, Minecraft, and a little bit of tower defense thrown in for good
measure. I find it hard to put down as there is a continual "in a few more seconds my next step in the grand plan will come to
fruition". It's definitely still being polished but there is a lot here to like already. I've easily gotten my money's worth already,
and am still discovering things each time I play.

HOWEVER: This is a game that is pretty safe to say died in early access. While I greatly enjoyed the time I put into it (almost
70 hours, wow), I cannot recommend its purchase to anyone at this time - the game is _playable_ but is pure sandbox now. If a
classic xcom-esque sandbox is your thing, maybe this is worth a look, but caveat emptor.

So changing my recommendation from "yes" to "no" - worth the price to me personally, but probably not for most.. Gakuto wins
my heart everytime. 10/10. Puzzles and sneaky stealth good story lines
. While it is the best DLC out of the three story ones, it still shares a lot of the same flaws that the other ones did. While not
entirely linear like The Voice of Freedom, this DLC does cut down on your exploration a bit to make the story have better flow.

Pros
+ Beautiful enviroments of Pennsylvania, lots of color and trees.
+ Provides a good challenge on Deathwish difficulty. I died a ton trying to beat the diner part of the DLC. You get swarmed
with enemies and they will flank you from every position which is really neat.
+ Still the same great attention to detail everywhere you go.
+ While the levels are not as open like the base game, the areas are still pretty big and have some things to explore. Though I do
not exactly like the choice to make the levels more linear, you can tell they did it with the best intentions as the level design is
really good.

Cons
- No new weapons
- No new enemies
- Don't get to drive the truck
- Lisa is a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, she's the type of person to get mad at you for not knowing what they know.
- Short, about 2 hours to beat without stopping, took me around 3-4 hours as I was taking my time exploring the areas.

While this isn't the worst DLC ever, for $13 it's asking a little too much. Try to pick it up on sale if you're interested.
. It's a battle arena. Fight through a few waves of enemies, then the boss shows up. After each level, win or lose you will earn
some coins to upgrade your stats or boost the destructive power of your special skills. You always have the option to repeat any
level you previously cleared, either to gain more coins or to try for a better level score (indicated by a simple 1-3 star rating).
When you clear a level you go straight into the next one; you can only buy upgrades by exiting to the main menu and using the
two shop options there. Also available from the menu are something like 80 challange levels. Beat them to earn gold to spend on
more upgrades. And remember to check the Missions tab, too, which shows the tasks you can complete to earn bonus gold:
dodge a bunch of attacks, open a bunch of item boxes, kill a bunch of enemies, watch the credits, beat a certain number of
challenge levels, etc.

The graphics are stylized with thick lines, simple color schemes, and an industrial theme. The music in my opinion isn't all that
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great, maybe get out your favorite CD or ipod tunes while you play. The story is very simple: a hacker broke into the facility's
computer systems and told all the robots to attack the human workers. You play through the first time as one of the workers who
was inspecting some equipment deep in the facility at the time, armed with a big wrench and guided by the voice of the security
chief on your headset you have to get to floor 65. The second time through you can play as another character with a slightly
different set of special skills and a slightly different story.

All in all... not one of my favorite games but it is good for blowing off some steam by smashing a bunch of robotic drones.
Before you buy I recommend looking up some gameplay videos to make sure you know what you're getting.. Still one of the
most fun co-op games I have ever played, and still do sometimes.

it has a very realistic feeling to it in that all vehicles need gas, you can blow the tracks off tanks and everything dies in a very
small amount of bullets.You can co-op small campaigns for the Americans, British, Russians, and Germans, ranging from
sneaking into a fortified beach to managing a Tiger crew. Each player takes control of one or more characters and can swap with
each other at any time. Nothing beats jumping into a flack cannon ,going to town on masses of poor infantry and accidentally
kill all your friends before you run out of ammo

.The controls are not the best, and most times if you die the controls are to blame. But once you get a hang of them they become
second nature.. Subpar indie vehicle shooter. Go play Renegade Ops or something instead.
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